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G.U.M. Teacher Created Resources
CO-PUBLISHED BY ROUTLEDGE AND THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH Grammar to Get
Things Done offers a fresh lens on grammar and
grammar instruction, designed for middle and
secondary pre-service and in-service English
teachers. It shows how form, function, and use
can help teachers move away from
decontextualized grammar instruction (such as
worksheets and exercises emphasizing rule-
following and memorizing conventional
definitions) and begin considering grammar in

applied contexts of everyday use. Modules
(organized by units) succinctly explain common
grammatical concepts. These modules help English
teachers gain confidence in their own
understanding while positioning grammar
instruction as an opportunity to discuss,
analyze, and produce language for real purposes
in the world. An important feature of the text
is attention to both the history of and current
attitudes about grammar through a sociocultural
lens, with ideas for teachers to bring
discussions of language-as-power into their own
classrooms.

Proofreading, Revising & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a
Day McDougal Littel
A few years ago, a magazine sponsored a contest for the comment
most likely to end a conversation. The winning entry? "I teach
English grammar." Just throw that line out at a party; everyone
around you will clam up or start saying "whom." Why does
grammar make everyone so nervous? Probably because English
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teachers, for decades – no, for centuries – have been making a big
deal out of grammar in classrooms, diagramming sentences and
drilling the parts of speech, clauses, and verbals into students until
they beg for mercy. Happily, you don't have to learn all those
technical terms of English grammar – and you certainly don't have
to diagram sentences – in order to speak and write correct English.
So rest assured – English Grammar For Dummies will probably
never make your English teacher's top-ten list of must-read books,
because you won't have to diagram a single sentence. What you
will discover are fun and easy strategies that can help you when
you're faced with such grammatical dilemmas as the choice
between "I" and "me," "had gone" and "went," and "who" and
"whom." With English Grammar For Dummies, you won't have to
memorize a long list of meaningless rules (well, maybe a couple in
the punctuation chapter!), because when you understand the
reason for a particular word choice, you'll pick the correct word
automatically. English Grammar For Dummies covers many other
topics as well, such as the following: Verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs – oh my! Preposition propositions and pronoun
pronouncements Punctuation: The lowdown on periods, commas,
colons, and all those other squiggly marks Possession: It's nine-
tenths of grammatical law Avoiding those double negative vibes
How to spice up really boring sentences (like this one) Top Ten
lists on improving your proofreading skills and ways to learn
better grammar Just think how improving your speaking and
writing skills will help you in everyday situations, such as writing
a paper for school, giving a presentation to your company's big
wigs, or communicating effectively with your family. You will not

only gain the confidence in knowing you're speaking or writing
well, but you'll also make a good impression on those around you!
Love That Dog Routledge
Ever stumble when choosing between "who" and "whom," "affect" and
"effect," "lay" and "lie"? Are you worried that how you speak or write is
holding you back at work? Do you fear you're making frequent
conversational errors, but just aren't sure what's correct? How you use
language tells people a good deal about who you are, how you think, and
how you communicate. Making simple errors in written and spoken English
can make you seem less sophisticated -- even less intelligent -- than you really
are. And that can affect (not effect) your relationships, your friendships, and
even your career. This comprehensive, easy-to-use reference is a program
designed to help you identify and correct the most common errors in written
and spoken English.
G.U.M. LEVEL C Yearling
Do unto others as you would others should do to you.
You can never be rude if you bear the rule always in
mind, for what lady likes to be treated rudely? True
Christian politeness will always be the result of an
unselfish regard for the feelings of others, and though
you may err in the ceremonious points of etiquette,
you will never be im polite. Politeness, founded upon
such a rule, becomes the expression, in graceful
manner, of social virtues. The spirit of politeness
consists in a certain attention to forms and
ceremonies, which are meant both to please others
and ourselves, and to make others pleased with us ;a
still clearer definition may be given by saying that
politeness is goodness of heart put into daily practice;
the.re can be no true, politeness without kindness,
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purity, singleness of heart, and sensibility. Many
believe that politeness is but a mask worn in the world
to conceal bad passions and impulses, and to make a
show of possessing virtues not really existing in the
heart; thus, that politeness is merely hypocrisy and
dissimulation. Do not believe this; be certain that
those who profess such a doctrine are practising
themselves the deceit they condemn so much.
Exercises in English Level G Teacher Guide Maupin House
Publishing, Inc.
This is an utterly original and completely beguiling prose novel
about a boy who has to write a poem, and then another, and
then even more. Soon the little boy is writing about all sorts of
things he has not really come to terms with, and astounding
things start to happen.
G.U.M. (Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics) Grade 3 Macmillan
A concise introduction to Turkish grammar, designed specifically
for English-speaking students and professionals.
Exercises in English 2013 Level H Student Book Red Wheel/Weiser
Presents lessons in learning English grammar.
G.U.M. Holt McDougal
"Exercises in English" grammar workbooks are designed to
give students in grades 3 through 8 comprehensive
grammar practice in every area of grammar, usage, and
mechanics. Features More grammar practice than any other
grammar workbook, allows students to master GUM skills
Spiral curriculum reinforces grammar skills in every grade
Self-teaching student grammar lessons optimize class time
Section reviews offer regular assessment opportunities

Becoming stronger in grammar requires practice, and
"Exercises in English" provides students with lifelong skills
they will need to succeed.
Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Book Grade 8 Learning
Express (NY)
Grammar, Meaning, and Concepts: A Discourse-Based
Approach to English Grammar is a book for language
teachers and learners that focuses on the meanings of
grammatical constructions within discourse, rather than on
language as structure governed by rigid rules. This text
emphasizes the ways in which users of language construct
meaning, express viewpoints, and depict imageries using
the conceptual, meaning-filled categories that underlie all of
grammar. Written by a team of authors with years of
experience teaching grammar to future teachers of English,
this book puts grammar in the context of real language and
illustrates grammar in use through an abundance of
authentic data examples. Each chapter also provides a
variety of activities that focus on grammar, genre,
discourse, and meaning, which can be used as they are or
can be adapted for classroom practice. The activities are
also designed to raise awareness about discourse,
grammar, and meaning in all facets of everyday life, and
can be used as springboards for upper high school,
undergraduate, and graduate level research projects and
inquiry-based grammatical analysis. Grammar, Meaning,
and Concepts is an ideal textbook for those in the areas of
teacher education, discourse analysis, applied linguistics,
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second language teaching, ESL, EFL, and communications
who are looking to teach and learn grammar from a dynamic
perspective.
G.U.M. A&C Black
Both teachers and parents appreciate how effectively this series helps
students master skills in mathematics and language arts. Each book
provides activities that are great for independent work in class,
homework assignments, or extra practice to get ahead. Test practice
pages are included in most titles.
Grammar, Usage & Mechanics Grade 2 Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Grade 9.
Caught'ya! John Wiley & Sons
"Exercises in English" grammar workbooks are designed to give
students in grades 3 through 8 comprehensive grammar practice
in every area of grammar, usage, and mechanics. Features
More grammar practice than any other grammar workbook,
allows students to master GUM skills Spiral curriculum
reinforces grammar skills in every grade Self-teaching student
grammar lessons optimize class time Section reviews offer
regular assessment opportunities Becoming stronger in
grammar requires practice, and "Exercises in English" provides
students with lifelong skills they will need to succeed.
G.U.M. ZANER BLOSER, Incorporated
Jane Bell Kiester transforms the sentence-a-day approach to teaching
grammar, usage, and mechanics into an intriguing and easy skill-
builder. Teachers of students in grades 3-12 save valuable planning
time with these classroom-proven soap opera plots ready for the
blackboard or overhead. One story each for elementary, middle, and
high school, easily adapted to your own classroom. Includes machine-
readable tests, keys, plot outlines, and spin-off activities.

Grammar, Meaning, and Concepts John Benjamins Publishing
This completely revised and expanded edition of English
Prepositions Explained (EPE), originally published in 1998,
covers approximately 100 simple, compound, and phrasal
English prepositions of space and time – with the focus being on
short prepositions such as at, by, in, and on. Its target
readership includes teachers of ESOL, pre-service translators
and interpreters, undergraduates in English linguistics programs,
studious advanced learners and users of English, and anyone
who is inquisitive about the English language. The overall aim is
to explain how and why meaning changes when one preposition
is swapped for another in the same context. While retaining
most of the structure of the original, this edition says more about
more prepositions. It includes many more figures – virtually all
new. The exposition draws on recent research, and is
substantially founded on evidence from digitalized corpora,
including frequency data. EPE gives information and insights
that will not be found in dictionaries and grammar handbooks.
Spectrum Language Arts, Grade 8 Cambridge University Press
An understanding of language arts concepts is key to strong
communication skills—the foundation of success across disciplines.
Spectrum Language Arts for grade 8 provides focused practice and
creative activities to help your child master sentence types, grammar,
parts of speech, and vocabulary. This comprehensive workbook
doesn’t stop with focused practice–it encourages children to explore
their creative sides by challenging them with thought-provoking writing
projects. Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum Language Arts
for grade 8 includes an answer key and a supplemental Writer’s
Guide to reinforce grammar and language arts concepts. With the
help of Spectrum, your child will build the language arts skills
necessary for a lifetime of success.
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G.U.M. LEVEL D Taylor & Francis
"Exercises in English" grammar workbooks are designed to give
students in grades 3 through 8 comprehensive grammar practice
in every area of grammar, usage, and mechanics. Features
More grammar practice than any other grammar workbook,
allows students to master GUM skills Spiral curriculum
reinforces grammar skills in every grade Self-teaching student
grammar lessons optimize class time Section reviews offer
regular assessment opportunities Becoming stronger in
grammar requires practice, and "Exercises in English" provides
students with lifelong skills they will need to succeed.
G.U.M. Instruction and Practice for Grammar, Usage,
and Mechanics (series). Maupin House Publishing, Inc.
Jane Bell Kiester, author of the popular Caught'ya!
Grammar with a Giggle series, has adapted her effective
and fun approach to meet the specific learning needs of
middle-school students. This resource improves writing and
editing skills, raises test scores, engages students, and
creates classrooms filled with giggles! Giggles in the Middle
offers middle-school teachers all the benefits of the previous
Caught'ya! books, plus some helpful "extras" created
especially for the middle-school student. You'll find: One
continuous story, "The Bizarre Mystery of Horribly Hard
Middle School," divided into three parts, each with enough
sentences for an entire school year; Classroom-tested
writing assignment suggestions, mini-lessons, and teaching
tips; "Almost-midterm" and final exam tests for each grade,
with teacher keys; Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions;
Complete vocabulary lists for words used in each story; and

A CD with the Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Guide for
easy reference and duplication; the complete, uninterrupted
story in narrative form; and the Caught'ya! sentences.
Giggles in the Middle gives middle-school teachers the
perfect alternative to boring grammar books and dry
lectures. With this flexible, proven approach to developing
grammar, usage, and mechanics (GUM) skills, as well as
vocabulary, everyone has fun while they learn!
G.U.M. ACER Press
This practical book provides everyone who learns or teaches
grammar with the necessary skills in a clear step-by-step process,
suitable for all levels of learning.
English Grammar For Dummies
This comprehensive guide will prepare candidates for the test in
all 50 states. It includes four complete practice exams, a real
estate refresher course and complete math review, as well as a
real estate terms glossary with over 900 terms, and expert test-
prep tips.
G.U.M.
A perfect Common Core tie-in, The Hope Chest includes
nonfiction backmatter with period photographs, historical
notes about the suffrage movement, and a Voting in
America timeline. It's also a New York State Curriculum title
for fourth grade. Eleven-year-old Violet has one goal in
mind when she runs away from home: to find her sister,
Chloe. Violet’s parents said Chloe had turned into the
Wrong Sort of Person, but Violet knew better. The only
problem is that Chloe’s not in New York anymore. She's
moved on to Tennesee where she's fighting for the right of
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women to vote. As Violet's journey grows longer, her single-
minded pursuit of reuniting with her sister changes. Before
long she is standing side-by-side with her new
friends—suffragists, socialists, and colored people—the type
of people whom her parents would not approve. But if
Violet’s becoming the Wrong Sort of Person, why does it
feel just right? This stirring depiction of the very end of the
women's suffrage battle in America is sure to please readers
who like their historical fiction fast-paced and action-packed.
American Girls fans will fall hard for Violet and her less-than-
proper friends.
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